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Party Man 
 

n May of 1992, after graduating from college, I moved back into 

my childhood home, where I proceeded to grow my hair, hone my 

cigarette habit, and name-check the philosophers I’d half-read while 

acquiring my useless major. The economy was crap, or so I’d heard; 

even if I’d been looking for a job, I might not have found one.  

My parents, who’d raised five children, were happy to have me 

around, but my father couldn’t stand shiftlessness. To wake me up 

he’d rap on my bolt-locked door. One Sunday morning he slid the 

classifieds under. From my pillow I could see he’d circled listings. 

“There are jobs,” he said from the hallway, his nasal baritone 

reverberating in my skull. “Even with Bush’s goddamn recession, 

there are jobs.” 

Six months later I was still living there. I’d taken to wearing John 

Lennon glasses and a black turtleneck, though only in the city, 

Philadelphia, where I went to sit in cafés and conspicuously read 

impressive books. Around my hometown, where people knew me as 

a sloppy prepster in a tattered Phillies cap, I wasn’t ready to go full-

bore hipster or intellectual or whatever it was I was trying to be.  

My father got me a job busing tables at his friend’s seafood 

restaurant. With my sullenness I made sure Dad knew how much I 

disliked the job. I never washed my work uniform, and it wasn’t long 

before my room smelled like low tide. I’m not sure if I was depressed 

or pretending to be. Both, I think, if that’s possible.  

One morning in November, having failed to rouse me by banging 

on my door, Dad drove his K-car onto the lawn so that he could stand 

on its bumper and speak to me through my window. I sat up, rubbed 

my eyes. The window was the TV and Dad was the wacky, overweight 

weatherman, wearing fuzzy earmuffs to signify an approaching 

snowstorm. I needed to get my own place, my own life. 

What was he going on about? 

I 
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“I don’t know why I didn’t think of this sooner,” Dad said. 

“Here’s what you do. You move to DC! There’ll be jobs for 

Democrats.” Clinton had won. This was a heady time for diehard 

Dems like my father, who had endured twelve years of Republican 

rule. But DC? A buttoned-up gig like that clashed with the identity I 

was trying to forge.  

 

That evening, when Dad called me over to his chair and again urged 

me to move to DC, he said please. This got to me. Although I’d long 

ago stopped idolizing him, and had gone through a stretch of loathing 

him, I again, or still, craved his approval.   

In those days, I turned to marijuana to help me make decisions, 

which was probably why I didn’t make many. But this time, as I took 

a middle-of-the-night walk along the river, it helped me to see myself 

clearly, or to believe I did. The truth: politics interested me more than 

Baudrillard. A job in DC wasn’t cool, but neither—admit it—was I.  

 Back then I saw my life as a narrative, usually a movie, complete 

with a stirring soundtrack. If a decision would make for a compelling 

or coherent story, a nifty turn in the plot, I suspected that it was the 

correct one. (As if my life, or anyone else’s, makes sense.) Deep 

inside that frigid night, unable to feel my face, I believed that this 

story—in which Mike Altobelli, son of a local labor leader and 

Democratic activist, moved to Washington to work in politics—was 

supposed to become reality.  

 

I was the baby, the accident, seven years younger than the next 

youngest. By the time I was in third grade, my mother had gone back 

to work, so my father, a high school civics teacher, watched me most 

afternoons and took me with him to stuff envelopes in campaign 

offices. On weekends he brought me along as he canvassed for 

candidates. I always complained but ended up enjoying myself 

because I liked how people responded to my father. Often they’d 

invite us in and we’d gather in the living room around a plate of 

cookies while Dad argued for one Democrat over another (the more 
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liberal, labor-friendly candidate, I know now) or for a Democrat over 

a Republican. I have a vivid memory of Dad standing in front of 

someone’s mantel, making a claw out of his large hand. I don’t 

remember what he said—I understood little of it—but I felt his 

presence pervade the room and hold people rapt. Although he 

sometimes made people laugh, his was a sincere and heartfelt 

presentation, delivered at a high volume. He seldom swayed people 

on the spot, but they always listened politely and thanked him. You 

made a good case, Lou…You gave us a lot to think about…Appreciate 

you stopping by, big guy. 

To me my father was a great man in the same way he was tall, an 

objective truth. He knew everything and taught me important facts 

and life lessons. Two life lessons, primarily: stand up for the little guy 

and “bust your tail.” My tail was decidedly unbusted on the soccer 

field, where I was prone to daydreaming. “Wake up, Mike!” he’d yell. 

“Run!” He led by example when it came to tail-busting. He got to 

school at six, but not before jogging his three miles. Even our 

vacations were laborious. A typical one had us driving ten hours to 

hike three hours to a fishing spot. I am, by nature, a loafer, a lover of 

couches. To the extent that I’ve busted my tail in my life, I credit my 

father.  

People said I looked like him, and I assumed this was praise. To 

me, he was extremely handsome. I doubt many people shared this 

view. His moist, sorrowful eyes crowded his large bumped nose, and 

his straight dark hair, which he wore longish in the seventies style, was 

thinning. He had a horseshoe mustache, which, with his heft and 

voice, gave him a traditional manliness, although I suspect his duck-

footed stance cut against this. These details I discern in retrospect. At 

the time he just was. Dad, Big Lou, my hero.  

  

It took me five months, along with the financial support of my parents, 

to land a job in DC. Karim, a college friend whose couch was now my 

bed, had introduced me to his friend who answered phones in a 
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Senator’s office, and I ran into him one day just after he’d learned of 

an opening in Congressman Karl’s office. Karl, an aging old-school 

liberal, was from Pennsylvania—not our district, but I could claim a 

connection.  

Off I went with my resume, which had grown so dishonest during 

my job search that I’d become politically active in college. I was 

directed into a small room, where I took a writing test, and Nick, the 

no-nonsense chief of staff, interviewed me, showing particular interest 

in my role as vice president of the Kenyon College Democrats.  

“Ohio’s a key state,” he said. “What you’d guys do for Clinton?” 

This was a tough question, perhaps a trick question, because the 

primary had still been going on when school ended. The Kenyon 

College Democrats, if such a thing even existed, might not have 

endorsed Clinton, or any candidate.  

“Canvassed,” I said, thinking of my father. “We just, you know, 

got the word out.” 

Nick said nothing and studied me. His exquisite charcoal suit set 

off his worn face, with its premature lines and fatigue-stained eye 

sockets. Finally, he half-smiled in such a way to tell me both that he 

knew I was lying and that he didn’t mind.  

He called the next day. I hung up and let out a shriek that turned 

into a cackle. I was excited not so much to have a job but to tell Dad 

about it. When I did, he called Mom over and they clapped for me 

through the phone. Then Dad got serious, and I pictured his 

melancholy eyes. “Congrats, Mike. What’s you’re doing, it’s noble. 

It’s a noble calling.” 

 That good grownup feeling of simply having a job. Getting a 

paycheck. Riding the subway in my blazer and khakis, my hair crisp 

with gel. Bad but free coffee. I couldn’t get my own place on my 

$18,000 salary. Fortunately, one of Karim’s housemates moved out, 

and I took his room. I had a life, a perfectly respectable 23-year-old 

life.  

I was a legislative correspondent, an LC. That is, I wrote back to 

constituents. I didn’t have to do much original writing but simply 
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adapted form letters. It was a lowly job, no question, yet I was a 

spokesperson of sorts, and I worked with a diligence and earnestness 

that made me question what I thought I knew about myself.  

Because my only political experience was campaign work with my 

father, I’d envisioned an environment more bustling than the sedate 

wood-paneled room I shared with the other LC, Brett, who, with his 

daily hangover and greasy ponytail, projected a lack of ambition that 

I found comforting.  

The Congressman never seemed to be in the office. I was told he 

was traveling, but three weeks into the job I still hadn’t seen him.  

Nick, by contrast, was ever-present and would burst into our room 

to make sure we were working. He was a wunderkind who’d shot up 

through the ranks, word had it, on the strength of hard work and a 

keen political sense. Charm surely hadn’t played a role. He ruled with 

a gruff authority. An office pastime was imitating him—his squint of 

disgust, his grunt of reprimand—but everyone, even Brett, craved his 

elusive approval.  

One day Nick brought Karl by my desk. The Congressman 

looked the part, perhaps too much so—tall, hawkish nose, gray bushy 

eyebrows, like a TV-movie version of Andrew Jackson—and when he 

made eye contact with me and said he was “grateful for all the work” 

I was doing, I stifled my smile and felt it in my chest. But he held my 

gaze too long and his eyes went vacant, his mind taking him elsewhere, 

and once it brought him back he looked confused, his eyebrows 

touching like kissing caterpillars.  

There was a tight silence. Making use of info Dad had given me, 

I mentioned Karl’s patented fadeaway jumper when he played at 

Penn. “Ha!” Karl said with a clap, and pantomimed a fadeaway. Nick 

gave me a smile, which from him felt like a hug.  

 “What’s up, my Congress-dude!” Brett shouted, holding up his 

hand, pinky and thumb raised in a Devil’s Horns, head-bangers 

salute. To my surprise, Karl returned the gesture, looking at his own 

hand to make sure he got it right.  
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“Go back to work, Brett,” Nick said.  

After they’d left, Brett sidled up to me and said, “Karl’s losing it.” 

“What do mean?” 

“You know. Going mental.”  

Despite Karl’s lapse, I didn’t trust Brett, who’d also told me that 

John Bonham, Led Zeppelin’s dead drummer, was playing a 

Zeppelin cover band in Baltimore.  

My proud father wanted to hear about everything: the job, the 

pols I’d seen, even the food in the cafeteria. But one Sunday morning 

in August, he woke me with a phone call. “Tell me this isn’t true, 

Mike,” he said. “Karl’s supporting NAFTA?” 

I didn’t begin to understand NAFTA, or trade itself, but I knew 

it was part of Clinton’s effort to make the party friendlier to big 

business. “The new way of doing things,” Nick had said. I’d grown up 

hearing Dad’s tirades against sellouts and neoliberals and corporate 

Democrats, whose only saving grace was the D beside their name. To 

be a Dem like my Dad was to feel perpetually betrayed.  

“A lot of liberals are supporting it,” I said. 

“It’s a goddamn outrage.” 

I felt, then, that Dad, from his narrow vantage point, couldn’t see 

the big picture.  

“Can you get me a meeting with Karl?” Dad asked. 

“I’m just a peon, Dad. I’ve seen the guy once.” 

“Then how about Nick? Come on, Mike. It’d be huge for us.”  

“Us” was Pennsylvanians for Economic Fairness, the group he’d 

co-founded. The thought of him showing up in Karl’s office with his 

cadre of schlubby citizen warriors made me nauseous. “I’ll see what I 

can do,” I said, knowing I’d do nothing. 

 

In 1980, when I was ten years old, we canvassed for Ted Kennedy. 

One afternoon, Dad had just made his pitch to the Carters (no 

relation to Jimmy), and I realized on the porch that I’d left my 

brochures inside. I walked back in and heard Andy Carter say: “What 

a fucking bore. Thought he’d never shut up.”  
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I was shocked. He couldn’t be talking about my father. But he 

had to be; he was.  

I didn’t take Andy’s view as definitive—most immediately, it made 

me hate Andy—but I found myself wondering if there was some truth 

to it. In the days that followed, I couldn’t help noticing that my father 

talked a lot. Nearly nonstop. But boring? Not a chance! I could listen 

to him for hours. There was no denying he knew a ton. He did 

crosswords in like ten minutes, and you should see him watching 

Joker’s Wild.  

But maybe he didn’t actually know everything? In the hardware 

store the guy behind the counter asked Dad what he thought of the 

Phillies’ chances. A budding fan, I was eager to hear what Dad said. 

“Well, uh,” he said, stroking his mustache, “It’s going to be a long 

year, with that bullpen.” This was a frequent concern, their bullpen, 

but this year it happened to be strong. I knew that for a fact. Didn’t 

I? 

 Other things chipped away at the mental monument I’d erected 

to Dad. One was the debate over the Equal Rights Amendment, 

which radicalized my sister Michelle. Under different circumstances, 

my father would’ve loved witnessing her political awakening, but in 

this case Michelle kept scolding him for not doing enough around the 

house. Mom proceeded quietly through life with a wry smile, as if she 

had a secret, and maybe she did. After one of Michelle’s speeches 

lambasting Dad, Mom said, “She might have a point, Lou.” 

Dad didn’t think she did. He said he “busted his tail” at work. But 

so did Mom—she had a full-time job, anyway. And his other line of 

defense, that he balanced Mom’s cooking and cleaning with yardwork 

and home repairs, was questionable at best. We kids did the raking, 

mowing, and shoveling, and while Big Lou occasionally strapped on 

his tool belt, as often as not his repair efforts ended with Mom calling 

a pro.  
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But I couldn’t side with my sister, whose disdain for our father 

disturbed and even scared me. As she ripped into him, Dad rolled 

his eyes at me, so I gave him a smile.   

 

I started going out for drinks with coworkers. Before one of these 

outings, word circulated that Nick would join us. This had happened 

once before, according to Brett, who told me that the boss’s presence 

had sapped all the fun out of the proceedings.   

At Hawk and Dove, a famed bar on the Hill, Nick appeared at 

our table, whisky already in hand. Brett looked ready to cry when he 

sat next to him. Nick had taken off his suit jacket, but his top button 

was still buttoned, his tie still tight. Sitting across from him, I tried to 

think of what to say and came up with: “How’s it going?”  

“How’s it going for you?” he said. “How’s the job?” 

“It’s great!” I said, and Brett rolled his eyes. “I like it,” I said. “It’s 

good.”       

“The thing is”—Nick paused to take a sip, and both Brett and I 

leaned in—“you guys are like referees. You’re doing a good job if I 

don’t have to think about you.” 

“Referees?” Brett said. “What?” 

“If I read a letter you wrote,” Nick said, “it’s because you fucked 

up. 

“It’s too bad you don’t read our letters,” I said, having written 

many lines that I’d envisioned Karl saying on TV. “I put a lot of 

thought into them.” 

Nick checked his pager. He seemed no looser from the booze. I 

was relieved when he took a call on his mobile phone, one of the first 

I’d seen, and went outside. “Having fun?” Brett said. “The King 

thinks being nice would hurt his authority.” 

I wasn’t convinced Nick knew how to be nice. He struck me as a 

shy and lonely workaholic with undeveloped social skills. No son of 

privilege, no Ivy League whiz kid, he’d been raised by a single mother, 

a waitress, and had dropped out of Penn State to work on a state 

senate campaign. I didn’t quite like him, but I wanted to.  
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He ended up driving a few of us home. In a quick vote kept secret 

from Nick, I was elected to sit in front. The loud music spared us the 

need to make chitchat. I recall Brett air drumming to Nirvana in the 

backseat. The last to be dropped off, I was grateful for “In Bloom,” 

but Nick turned it down and said, “So, what’s your plan?” 

When I hesitated, he said, “Just passing through? Or do you want 

a career here? Because it can happen, I think you have it in you, but 

not if you half-ass it.” 

There was no harm, I understood, only upside, in seeming 

hungry. “I’m not half-assing it, I’m really not, I hope you see that, 

because yeah, I want a career here. I love it.”  

Having said it, I believed it. Nick, after all, thought I had it in me, 

for some reason. I thought of my interview, his half-smile at my lie. It 

was possible he saw me as a potential protégé, someone impure 

enough for politics, who was willing to do what was needed to be 

done. And maybe I was; maybe this was the self I was searching for. 

One night the following week, the phone rang at our house in 

Adams-Morgan. None of us answered because we’d taken bong hits 

in preparation for Star Trek: The Next Generation. Karim listened 

to the voicemail and reported that Nick wanted me to call him “asap.” 

Quite high, I was nervous about speaking to him, but as it turned out 

all I had to say was, “Okay,” when he told me he’d pick me up in ten 

minutes.  

My giggling roommates ran water through my hair and slapped 

my cheeks. I swore off weed, realizing I’d not sufficiently internalized 

Nick’s lecture about half-assing. 

He started speaking as soon as I got in the car. “No one finds out 

about this, not your mother, not your best friend. Karl wanders off 

sometimes. He’s not well.” 

“He has dementia?” 

We pulled up in front of an elegant brownstone near Dupont 

Circle. Some members of Congress shared shabby apartments on the 

Hill, but Karl came from steel money.  
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I waited on the sidewalk while Nick chatted on the porch with a 

housekeeper wearing old-fashioned maid’s garb. Rejoining me, Nick 

stood close, his face near mine, and I discovered that he was a 

smoker. He said, “He’s wearing a bathrobe over pajamas and one of 

those Russian hats, you know, with the ear flaps.” 

“It’s like eighty degrees.” 

“Did you not fucking hear me? He’s not well.” 

“Right. Sorry.” 

“You go that way, I’ll go that way. If you find him, tell him there’s 

pudding at home.” 

“Pudding?” 

“Pudding.” 

I’d gone only a few blocks when I spotted him. He was sitting on 

a bench, his hands hanging between his thighs, and looking up at a 

squirrel in a tree. The scene was a bit much for my drugged brain, 

and I felt disastrously on the brink of laughter.  

“Congressman,” I said, pushing through the fragile feeling.  

He looked at me, squinted, and smiled. “John Belushi!” he said.  

I vowed to go running tomorrow, every day. My father had gotten 

fat, and I lived in fear of doing the same. “I’m Mike. I’m an LC.” 

“Elsie?” 

“Mike. From the office. Let’s get you home. There’s pudding 

there.” 

“Oh, Elsie, I love pudding.” 

“I know you do. Let’s go.” I held out my hand to help him up; he 

literally turned up his nose. Trying a new tack, I sat down beside him. 

“Sir, Nick asked me to get you home; he’s going to meet you there to 

prep for the NAFTA hearings.” 

Spryly Karl stood up and set off down the sidewalk, taking arm-

swinging strides in his slippers. An old guy smoking on a stoop 

seemed both unfazed by the sight of a man in a bathrobe and unaware 

that he was chair of the House Financial Services Committee. Karl 

took off his bathrobe and dropped it on the sidewalk. I scooped it up, 

ran to catch up with him, and delivered him to the housekeeper, who 
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told me she’d call Nick. I peeked in the picture window and saw, 

above an ornate fireplace, a portrait of a young Karl on a horse.  

When Nick arrived, he waited for me to speak.  

“So,” I said. “You’re basically a member of Congress.” 

“He has long lucid stretches. Nighttime is the worst. Good job. 

Go home.” 

I was glad for the walk, which gave me a chance to ponder what 

had happened. Here’s what had happened: Nick had given me a 

ticket. If I kept my mouth shut, and I would, I could expect a 

promotion, and as Nick rose he’d take me with him. I was going to 

be a Party Man, not a small-town hack like my father but a 

professional one with power.  

 

By middle school, it was clear I was no athlete, and my grades, while 

good, didn’t put me in brainiac territory. As for music, if I had any 

ability, it hadn’t shown itself in the various lessons I’d tried. The 

closest thing I had to a thing were baseball cards, and you just couldn’t 

build an identity on that. In eighth grade I had the idea of running for 

president of the student council. I was so excited about it I sped on 

my bike from the middle school to the high school to tell my father, 

who was clearly pleased, but cautiously so. “These elections are 

usually nothing more than popularity contests,” he said. “Let’s get to 

work.” 

The platform I envisioned had two pegs: a lunch period longer 

than twenty minutes and a DJ at dances to replace the cheesy band 

that always played. My father liked it—“a tangible impact on people’s 

lives”—but was certain I needed to “go bigger” and “speak to people’s 

better angels.” He urged me to champion a need-blind free-breakfast 

program to replace the need-based one, which many poor students 

avoided because of the stigma. We sat at the kitchen table while he 

revised my speech, presenting his plan as an antidote to “endemic 

hunger” and “economic injustice.” 
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I’d planned to skip over the part Dad wrote, but as I took the 

podium in the auditorium, he walked in. He stood in back and 

nodded his encouragement. I stammered through a humiliating 

performance that to this day feeds a fear of public speaking. The 

crowd was kinder than it could’ve been: just a few giggles. But the only 

applause was my father’s. I came in fourth in a four-way race, with 

seven votes.  

 

I couldn’t have been the only one who knew the secret—Brett, after 

all, had guessed it—and I wondered why Nick had asked me for help 

that night instead of one of the senior staffers. My guess: they didn’t 

know the extent of Karl’s illness and Nick didn’t want them to. My 

role: loyal underling who wouldn’t question the coverup.  

Loyal I would be, question I would not. I’d keep my mouth shut 

and my head down. I’d bust my tail.  

I cut back on booze and weed and started going to work early, 

often arriving in darkness, though never early enough to beat Nick 

there. My father called often to complain about Karl’s support for 

NAFTA. As he inveighed against “corporate trade,” I thought: This 

guy knows nothing about winning; he doesn’t even want to win.  

Lying awake at night waiting for exhaustion to take me under, I 

heard in my head other objections from my father. He claimed, for 

example, that I was complicit in fraud.  

But Dad, I’m protecting Karl’s privacy! And even diminished he’s 

better than any Republican. Fraud, schmaud, we’re keeping a 

Democrat in office. 

This silenced my father, but only briefly. He objected to my plan 

to hitch my wagon to Nick. “He’s a sellout! A neoliberal! A corporate 

Dem!” 

Big Lou’s voice receded during the day, when I wrote letter after 

letter on topics ranging from whether Karl supported universal health 

care to whether he had a position on the Rapture. Throughout 

October of ’93, I worked seventy-hour weeks. When I finished my 

letters I helped Brett with his. My father would’ve been proud, except.  
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One afternoon Nick called and asked me to come to his office. 

This was unusual. I figured I’d be given another mission or otherwise 

brought further into the fold.  

He was on the phone but waved me in. In the photo on the wall 

behind him he was shaking hands with Bill Clinton. Knowing Nick, 

you’d expect a messy office, but his was neat; there was nothing on 

his desk except coffee mugs and a single stack of papers.  

I waited until he hung up to sit down. “I read some of your 

letters,” he said. 

“How’d you get them?” 

“In a NAFTA letter you come close to saying it’d cost 

Pennsylvanians jobs.” 

“I was doing the Clinton thing: I feel your pain.” 

“There’s no pain to feel. That’s the message.” 

“Okay.” 

“I spoke to your father.” 

“What? He called you?” 

“I’m meeting with him tomorrow morning, to talk NAFTA.” 

Fury at Dad had lifted me out of the chair. “Why’d you say yes?’ 

“Because he’s your father.” 

“I’m sorry, I—” 

“It’s something I do sometimes, meet with constituents. I just want 

to make sure he’s not getting mixed messages from us.” 

“He’s not. He’s not. I promise.” 

 

In June before my first year of high school, my father tore up his knee 

playing tennis. Unable to go running, he fell into what I recognize now 

as a depression. He ate. A lot. That summer—the grim summer of 

Reagan vs. Mondale—tubs of chicken salad, ham salad, and seafood 

salad sat in our fridge, and Dad sat in his chair, chewing wetly, 

mayonnaise foaming in the corners of his mouth. By September his 

chin rested on a bed of neck fat.  
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One day I walked into the lunchroom to discover that Rich 

Strauss had stuck his sweatshirt into his pants to create his “Alto-

Belly,” and with a wad of napkins he pretended to wipe sweat off his 

forehead while he breathlessly lectured on checks and balances. Kids 

noticed me, and that section of the lunchroom went quiet. I wished—

no, I wish now—that I’d told him off or punched him, but I wanted to 

seem “laid back,” so I walked on. 

That weekend, as Dad watched one of the Sunday morning 

political shows, he told me to make him a seafood salad melt. If he’d 

wanted just a seafood salad sandwich, I might not have said anything. 

The “melt” was too much.   

“You just had breakfast,” I said from the kitchen doorway. 

“I’m still hungry.”  

“Get up and make it yourself.”  

“Make me the sandwich, Mike. I’m not going to ask again.” 

“Your students make fun of you, Dad. They laugh at you. You’re 

becoming a joke. It’s embarrassing. For me.” Lacking the courage of 

my cruel convictions, I said this from behind him. I couldn’t see his 

face, and he said nothing in response. But that week, delivery men 

installed a leg-press in our basement. He went down there most 

mornings to rehab his knee. From the kitchen my mother and I heard 

him scream in pain.  

Eventually he strengthened his knee enough to go running again. 

He also went on extreme diets. One week he ate cabbage for 

breakfast, stinking up our mornings. But for the rest of his life he 

would fluctuate between fat and really fat.  

 

He was really fat the morning he came to Karl’s office. When you 

have a stomach the size of my father’s, you have to choose between 

two bad pants positions: you pull them up over your lower belly, 

making yourself comically high-waisted, or you wear them below your 

belly, making your legs stubby and your rear end nonexistent.    

Today he was doing the short-legs, no-ass thing. I saw him as soon 

as I walked in. Nick had walked him out to the reception area and 
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obviously wanted him gone. Dad had left a voicemail message last 

night telling me about the meeting, but I hadn’t called him back, 

thinking I might take my first sick day. Now I considered an about-

face. But the front-desk people and other coworkers milling about 

had seen me.  

Then Dad did. “There he is!” he said much too loudly, as if he’d 

just taken off headphones. He came at me, hard, and I could tell from 

his limp that his knee was acting up. Everyone was watching; there 

was nothing I could do.  

“That’s Mike’s father?” said Bella, the legislative director.  

Brett laughed, the traitor. 

Dad wrapped his arms around me as far as his stomach would 

allow. “Look at you!” he said, pulling back. “You look good!”   

“You came alone?” I said in a near whisper.  

“Not really!” From his shoulder bag he took a clipboard and 

slapped it twice, the sound like gunfire. “I’ve been busting my tail. 

This is a petition with a five thousand names, including a few hundred 

from Karl’s district. Where’s your desk?” 

“Let’s go to the cafeteria.” 

The marble hallway gave his voice an echo, and I decided to pass 

up the elevator for the stairs. “I’ve got to say,” he said, “I think I got 

through to Nick, I really do.”             

“I wouldn’t get your hopes up.”  

“Eh, up is where my hopes are, kiddo. Up is where your hopes 

need to be if you want to get anything done in this world.”  

Because of his knee, he had to go down the stairs sideways. The 

difficult descent made him start panting and sweating.  

I waited for him on the landing and when he got there, I said, 

“Listen, Dad. Karl’s not going to go against Clinton on NAFTA. He 

just isn’t. This is where the party is headed.” 

Through gasping breaths he said, “Over my dead body.”  

“It’s a lost cause.” 
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“You know what’s a lost cause? Karl! If he votes for NAFTA, he’s 

toast!” He paused to catch his breath and wiped the sweat off his face 

with his jacket sleeve. “You people in DC don’t understand how toxic 

NAFTA is. It’s absolutely toxic with real people.” 

And with that he continued down the stairs, grunting with each 

step. 

“I’m going back to the office,” I said. “I’ve got tons of work.” 

 

Dad was right. At the time, the press blamed Karl’s defeat on his 

backing Clinton on gun control. (The whispers about his mental 

slippage didn’t help, either.) But years later, long after my inglorious, 

year-and-a-half stint in politics, I came across a persuasive analysis 

showing that NAFTA was decisive in several ’94 races, including 

Karl’s.  

I was in the process of rediscovering my admiration for my father. 

This time around it grew out of my effort to forge a life of my own. 

That old story: My old man is no fool, after all. With that realization 

came shame for the way I’d treated him, which sporadically struck me 

in the form of a suffocating anxiety, a hot hardening liquid filling my 

chest.  

I’m a TV critic. That’s what I became. Like many other members 

of my suspect, solipsistic generation, I’m prone to ironic detachment. 

Belief, passion, and commitment elude me. My father, an earnest and 

active participant in the world, was braver than I am. Although I never 

could share his commitment to the Party, it’s no stupider, probably 

less, than my waiting for other people to launch some kind of 

revolution.  

Dad was diagnosed with colon cancer in May 2004. He was still 

healthy enough to follow the Bush-Kerry race during the summer of 

Swift-Boating. I didn’t have children yet so I often drove down from 

Manhattan. One evening, he and I watched Crossfire and there, 

representing the Kerry campaign, was Nicholas Sofer, telling 

immaculate lies. Although he looked ragged for a talking head, he’d 
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aged better than I had. As far as I could tell, Dad didn’t realize this 

was the man he’d lobbied twenty years earlier.  

On a different night in their living room, three weeks before he 

died, I asked Dad to mute the TV. His eyes were even sadder in 

sickness, and his stretched-out skin hung from his face. When he 

looked at me, I nearly lost my nerve. “I was a jerk to you sometimes,” 

I said. “I was an asshole, and I’m sorry. I’m really sorry, Dad.” He 

seemed uninterested. Maybe he didn’t know what I was talking about; 

maybe he didn’t have energy enough to care. In any case, the tearful 

granting of forgiveness that I’d allowed myself to hope for didn’t 

materialize. “Don’t worry about it,” he said, and turned the sound 

back on. 

 I don’t worry about it, anymore. Not much, anyway. And I’ve 

learned not to worry, much, when my eight-year old son tells me he 

hates me.  

“No, you don’t,” I say. 

“Yes, I do.” 

“Trust me, you don’t.” 

“I do.” 

“Well,” I say. “I love you.” 

The other day, my son asked about my father: what was he like? 

I was pleased with the question, but not with my response, which was 

much less vivid and specific than I wanted it to be. Dad’s grown vaguer 

in my memory. You don’t think you’ll forget people you love, but you 

do. That’s why I’m now grateful that his voice lodged itself inside my 

head. These days when it’s quiet and I listen carefully, I can still hear 

him.   
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